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Power of AttorneY

In Canonsburg, PA, on December l7thr20l4

This porver of Attorney is to authorize attomeys of the Dancheon Law Office' located at #402,, Jeil Bldg',

390, Achasan-ro, Gwandin-Gu, Seoul, Korea (the "Attomeys") to act in all the tenitory of Korea (the

..Counfy',) as official legal representative of ANSYS, Inc., ("ANSYS") located at 26O0 ,ANSYS Drive'

Canonsburg. pA l-5317, United States of America with the view to protecting the copyrights to software of

ANSYS.

For this purpose the Attorneys shall have the right to:

I . to take part in negotiations on behalf of ANSYS on all issues connected with the protection of

copyright to it.s software;

2. to file official inquiries, letters, requests and complaints to state bodies and sign them regarding

copyright protection matters;

3. to represent ANSYS as claimant, defendant, third party and injured party (including as civil

claimant within the framework of criminal proceedings) in all the judicial bodies (courts of all the

jurisdictions) ofthe Country and arbitration ffibunais regarding copyright protection matters;

4. to sign and enter on behalf of ANSYS, subject to ANSYS' prior approval, into settlements and

other agreements it may deem necessary in connection with such copyright protection matters;

5. to f,1le statements of claim (including civil actions within ttre framework of criminal proceedings)

on behalf of ANSYS and sign them;

6. to enjoy all the rights of a party and a third party to judicial or arbitration proceedings granted by

the laws of the Country and/or relevant rules of procedure (in connection with copyright protection

matters), including the rights:

- to participate in all the hearings relating to copyright protection matters in which ANSYS is a

party/a third Party):

- lo study materials nf a case;

- to file evidence:

- to take part in the examination of evidence;

- to file petitions and sign them;

- to file requests related to security fbr statements of claim and sign them;

- to support statemenls ofclaim and civil actions:

- to file dernurrers and sign them:
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to execute, sign and submit applications to initiate or cease criminal, administratiye and civil

proceedings, complaints. petitions, replies, and other related documenr, including applications

to preserve evidence and to secure claims, application to refer case to tribunal. application to reconsider

couft decisions due to new circumslances revealed;

to completely or partially refuse from claims:

to alter or modify complaints including legal grounds and subject of lawsuit filed;

to increase or decrease the amount of claims;

to sign and file appeals and cassation appeals against sentences, judgments, awards, resolutions

and decisions and sign them;

to obtain copies of sentences, judgments, awards, resolutions and decisions and make extracts

there from;

to execute and sign an amicable agreemeflt with defendants or their owrers, board memben,

employees, agents, or representatives;

to hle argument.s, opinions and objections and sign them;

to f,rle explanations to courts and arbitration tribunals and sign them;

to object to petitions and arguments by other parties to proceedings and sign them;

to waive requests put forward in statements of claim and civil actions in whole or in part and

sigh them;

to admit claims:

to sign and enter into settlements and other agreements it may deem necessary;

to undertake actions in connection with enforcement of court decisions and judgments, including

the right to sign, submit and withdraw execution documents;

to frle writs of execution for recovery (enforcement);

to appeal the actions (inaction) ofany court bailifT-executioner;

to obtain awarded money and property;

to efTect payments necessary for the protection of the copyright of SYS;

to file cnmplaints against actions of persons carrying out inquests, investigarors, prosecurors,

courts and slrbitration tribunals and sign them;

to represent SYS within the framework of enforcement proceedings of sentences, judgments.

awards, resolutions and decisions with all the relevant rights granted by the lau.s of the Country:

to file on behalf of SYS applications on crimes to law enforcement bodies of the Country

with a view to instigating criminal proceedings related to the illegal use of ANSYS' software:

to tepresent SYS during inquests, preiimiruuy investigations and all the investigation
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activities related to the illegal use of ANSYS' softwarel

to hire experts at ils sole discretion (subject to ANSYS' prior approval), necessary for the

expertise of the soflware;

to receit e and effect payments necessary for the protection of the copyright of ANSYS;

to transfer all the sums obtained through settlements and as compensation for the relevant

copyright infringements to ANSYS;

to receive mail, telegraph and other correspondence addressed to ANSYS relating to the illegal

use of ANSYS' software in the Country;

to provide to enforcement agencies andjudges and other persons concerned any information

regarding copyrights of ANSYS including information regarding license terms and other terms of legal

usage of copyrights of ANSYS to its software;

to provide to enforcement agencies and j udges and other persons concerned any information

related to cost of licensed copies of software and"/or cost of rights for usage of licensed copies of

software protected by copyright of ANSYS;

to assign powers hereunder to other person;

to enjoy without any restriction all the rights of ANSYS in its capacity of the copyright holder

in the scope reasonably required for the protection of its rights as provided for by the laws of the

Country;

to take all and every action that may deem necessary in order to ensure the protection of the

copyrights of ANSYS in the tenitory of the Country.

This Power of Attorney shall be valid until December 31st' 2015.
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.ffSignature

Na.me.: Sheila S. DiNardo

Title: Y.P.. General Counsel & Secretary

COMMONWEALTHOFPE YLVANIA
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In the name of {ISYS, Inc



COIJNTY OFWASHINGTON

the undersigned offtcer, personally appear

known to me (or satisfactorily proven) to be the person whose name is

subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged that he executed

the same for the purposes therein contained.

In witnes^s whereof, I hereunto set my hand and offrcial seal'

NotaryPublic
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